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GUIDE BOOK .

RATIONALE
CAL SKILLS AND ABILI
DENTS TRAINED IN TH

Technological and scientific literacy have been identified as critical areas for
educational reform if the United States is to remain competitive in the global
economy  NRC, 1996!. At the same time these issues are challenging education,
advancing technology is providing improved access to data and resources
through the Internet. As former U.S, Secretary of Education Terrel Bell stated,
"The technological revolution that has greatly enhanced the efficiency of
industry, business, and publishing has had little impact on the classrooms of
America...American education is truly wobbling down the electronic avenue in
an ox-cart,"  Bell, quoted in Microcomputers for Twenty-First Century
Educators, 1994, p. 388.!

Water on the Web seeks to improve students' technological and scientlc literacy
by allowing them to develop and apply scientmc concepts using advanced
technologies and real environmental data. Through Water on the Web lessons,
teaches can teach to national and state standards for science by incorporating
selected lessons into their existing curriculum.
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PPLY SKILLS TO RQL INORLDBE CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
The strategy and overall framework for crating the WOW curriculum materials
began with the help of two project teams: the Curriculum Development Team
 CDT! and the National Advisory Team  NAT!. Past and current members of
these teams are identified below.

At the initial meeting of NAT some of the critical skills and abilities for
environmental technicians and scientists were identified. Note how these
critical skills and abilities align with the WOW curriculum model components
 see section on curriculum materials, page 7!, which have guided the
development af WOW lessons  Knowledge Base, Experimental Design, Data
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Collection, Data Management and Analysis,
Interpretation of Results, Reporting Results!. The NAT
also worked with the CDT to identify curriculum and
technology design considerations based on
opportunities and constraints that may affect
teachers' ability to use the WOW curriculum
materials  see Appendices 1 and 2!. The NAT meets
annually to ensure the project remains connected
with the needs of the industries and agencies that will
eventually employ the students trained in the sciertces.

The CDT worked with the project staff to develop a
framework identifying key science concepts that
could be taught or applied using near real-time water
quality data provided by the Remote Underwater
Sampling Station  RUSS!. They proposed key concepts
and ideas for lessons that would integrate smoothly
into existing science curriculums and teach to national
and state standards  see Appendix 3!, Throughout
the project, the CDT met periodically to generate lesson
ideas, review materials, and discuss continued
directions for the project. They also review and pilot-
test curriculum materials as they are developed.
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Integrating perspectives and input from the NAT and
CDT reinforced the WOW curriculum approach and
identified topics for lesson development. The
combined input provided direction and priorities
for developing lessons.

Individuals or teams representing the CDT, praject
staff and regional teachers developed the lessons.
Scientists working in the field have reviewed all the
lessons for scientific accuracy and experimental
design. The lessons have been pilot-tested in several
settings by classroom teachers. Feedback was used to
revise the curriculum materials. The general process
for curriculum development is illustrated in Figure 1.

Additional general information about the Water on the
Web project and its development can be found on the
website by clicking "Overview" on the home page.

The WOW materials can be used on either a Windows

or Macintosh operating system. The Water on the
Web site can be accessed by Internet Explorer,
Netscape Navigator, or any other HTML-compliant web
browser. Considerable effort has gone into ensuring
WOW's unique data visualization applications
 applets! work across all platforms, primarily through
the use of the Java programming language in application
development. However, not all operating systems are
equally compliant with Java specifications. These
problems will be resolved as the operating systeins
and languages becoine more uniform. In the rnean-
tirne, a few WOW users inay find they cannot use the
data visualization tools unless their operating sys-
tems or browsers are updated.

V iNlhiliilYi SYStl:iYi liI gll R/ VP'~/i"
16 Mb RAM

Windows 95 or Mac 7.5 or later operating system
Netscape or Internet Explorer browsers versions
3.x or better

CD-ROM player at least 8x  if using WOW from a CD!

! >, fi / I I D P, $ > ,
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64 Mb RAM

Adobe Acrobat Reader loaded and linked to browser

Shockwave plug-in
Excel 5.0/95 or more recent loaded and linked to
browser

To run the Java applets:
Windows: Netscape versions 4,06 or better, or
Internet Explorer browsers versions 4.x or better

Mac: Mac OS Runtime for Java  MRJ! 2.1 or greater with Microsoft internet
Explorer - current version, configured to use MRJ  Apple and Netscape
are working together to develop a future version of Netscape's browser
that will use MRJ!,

ACCESSiNG WATER QN THE WEB
Water on the Web can be easily accessed using any web browser on the
computer and connecting to http: //wow.nrri.umn.edu.

For computers without Internet access, the optional CD provides access to
the WOW materials as they were captured during October 1999. General
'nstructions for working with the CD-ROM are provided below for both
Windows and Ivlacintosh users:

X With your computer turned on, insert the CD into your CD drive.
2 Open your web browser.
3 Under the browser's "File" menu, select "Open" or "Open Page."
4 Follow the options provided to find and select the file "index. html" on the CD.
5 Once the WOW website is opened, you can navigate the entire site.
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The WOW curriculum materials vary in complexity and approaches, even though
af! lessons have been designed for college freshmen and advanced high
schooi students. The lessons use the aquatic environment and reallake data
to explore basic science concepts through two different approaches: a directed
study  " Studying" ! and an inquiry  " Investigating" ! approach. The directed
studies allow students to apply and learn concepts through direct, guided
experience. The inquiry lessons provide a more open-ended opportunity for
students to discover the same concepts. Click on the "Teachers" or "Students"
lirfk on the WOW home page to access lessons. The potential of the lessons
is most apparent when viewed in the web format for which they were
designed. However, two examples are printed here to demonstrate how the
lessons may be useful for the classroom.

Based on the advice of the project's national advisory and curriculum
development teams, the WDW lesson approach incorporates six components
that are critical to improving scientific and technological literacy  Knowledge

Base, Experimental Design, Data Collection, Data
Management and Analysis, interpretation of Results,
and Reporting Results, see Figure 8!. One component
may be emphasized more than the others in a lesson,
but, the lesson model provides a thinking framework
that should enable students to use science and

technology to investigate real world problems.
Notice how the WOW lesson components provide a
framework for the lessons in the following examples.
These lessons and others can be reviewed on the CD.

Example lessons from the WOW website are included
in this section of the guide. Please review these
same lessons and others on the website or from the

optional CD-ROM to see how they use data and
resource materials,

TEACHING ABOUT FISH STOCKING DECISIONS
Credits
Glenn Merrick and Kent Montgomery developed this lesson

Goals
Students will learn abaut the relationship between dissolved oxygen  DO! concentrations and water temperature and Ihe limits
oxygen concentration and water temperature may impose on fish species.

Introduction
This lesson introduces students to the basic relationship between dissolved oxygen  DO! concentrations and water temperature.
Students use thai information as they determine whether a lake association should stack lake trout  Sa!ve!inus namaycush! into
ICe Lake. ThiS leSSOn buildS On familiar Obaervations, such as bubbleS fOrming in a glaSS of water as it warms and minnOwe dying
in a bait bucket when water isn't changed Students explore the ability of lake trout lo survive i ~ a specific environment.

Students can meet the goals for this lesson by completing a directed study or an inquiry lesson.
The directed study lesson consists of a student worksheet that analyzes oxygen solubility and temperature Students will need
to print the worksheet. The directed study lesson is found in the student section of WOW under the title: "Studying Fish
Stocking Decisions"
The student inquiry lesson places students as Minnesota Department of Natural Aesources fisheries biologists. Students collect
and analyze data and develap a final presentatiOn. The inSlruCtOr Specifies the format of the final preeentatiOn written paper,
oral presentation, paster. or multi-media presentation. They need 'lo pnnt directions for the student inquiry lesson. The student
inquiry lesson is found in the student section of WOW under the tit e: "investigating Fish Stocking Decisions.'

Outcomes
Students will:
1. Describe and graph the basic relationship between oxygen solubility and water temperature
2 Explain the physical basis for declming Oz concentration with increasing temperature.
3 Graph oxygen,'temperature profiles.
4. L!se real data to make decisions about the suitability of specified lakes for fish species given the physiological limits of the species.

Keywords
Oxygen solubility, temperature, lake trout

Pre requisites
There are nc prerequisites, but basic graphing skills and knowledge of abiatic environmenta factors help students complete the
les so n su ccesstully.
Materials!Resources/Software
- Printed copies of "Studying Fish Stocking Decisions"  for directed study lesson!
- Access to the Internet to retrieve WOW data

Time Required
1-2 hours
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Curriculum Connections
Biology � abiotic tactors. fish physiology, stratification, thermocline
Chemistry - oxygen solubility. nonpolar gases, saturation
Resource Management � tish stocking. lake associations

WOW Curriculura Links
Thermal Stratification, The Effect of Photosynthesis and Respiration on Aquatic Chemistry,
Properties ot Wate/, Aquatic Respiration

Procedure
Students can meet the goa s for this lesson plan by completing a directed study or an inquiry lesson.
Students may want the directions for their essons printed. The directed study lesson is found in
the student section of WOW under the title "Studying Fish Stocking Decisions." The inquiry lesson is
found in the student section under the title: "Investigating Fish Stocking Decisions.'

Knowledge Base
The WOW data visualization tools can help illustrate changes in DO and temperature dunng an
extended period of sampling. These changes could be demonstrated by advancing the Profile
Plotter through several sampling periods or by creating graphs in Excel  see graphs to the right!
You may want to display these for the students. This could be done either during your initial
discussions for this lesson, or as part ol the discussion and closure for the lesson.

Directed Study and Student Inquiry
Discuss the students' knowledge of fish. Iocusing on the survival needs of lake trout. What water
qualities are necessary for lake trout to survive in a given lake? What factors need to be considered
before stocking a lake? What social and economic issues are related to stocking? What can happen
if a lake is "incorrectly' stocked/

Experimental Design
Directed Study
Divide students into pairs to work on the lesson. The students need in-class work time where
they can retrieve WOW data to complete the worksheet.

Student Inquiry
Present the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources fisheries biologist scenario to students.
As fisheries biologists students need to determine whether or not lo stock Ice Lake with lake
trout. They should use DO and temperature to make the decision about stocking.

Data Collection
Directed Study
Students use WOW temperature and DO leve s for Ice Lake after an analysis of temperature and
oxygen concentrations for Mackinaw Lake, provided in Studying Fish Stocking Decisions

Student Inquiry
Students need to decide how they wil use WOW data to answer the question of whether or not
to stock. They should choose as many dates as they fee necessary for data on temperature and
DO in Ice Lake.

Data Management and Analysis
Directed Study and Student Inquiry
Students graph DO and temperature. Remind students to abel axes and include titles and legends
on their graphs.

Interpretation of Results
Directed Study
When the presentations are over, the class shou d play the role of the Lake Association and dis-
cuss the feasibility of stocking before voting on whether or not to stock lake trout in Ice Lake.

Student Inquiry
Students should explore Ihe lake survey data of the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources
 http: //www.dnr.state mn us/lakeiind!. Ask students to consider the physica characteristics of
Clearwater, Greenwood, Saganaga, and Seagull Lakes  all in Cook County! Lake trout lakes are
most common in Northeastern Minnesota, but even there lake trout are near the southern edge
of their range Students should come to a conclusion about stocking lake trout in Ice Lake. They
need to be able to explain the reasoning behind their decision.

DISSOLVED OXYGEN ~ar j
TEMPERATURE':

Student Inquiry
Students need to make a presentation to concerned anglers about the ability of lake trout to
survive in Ice Lake The data and analysis shou d provide most oi the information needed to comp ete the report. Specify
the presentation format: a written paper. an oral presentation, a poster, or multi-media presentation. Remind students to be
prepared to answer any questions about their research findings.

Evaluation
The completed data tables and graphs demonstrate students' ability to retrieve and present temperature data from a lake using
WOW. Completion of the worksheet or the final presentation provides evidence of their level of understanding of the conceptual
materia contained in the lesson.

Resources
IVlinneSOta Department Of Natural ReSOurCeS Lakefinder

Reporting Results
Directed Study
When the students have completed the lesson, call on at least two groups to present their
findings. Ask the rest of the class to serve as area fishermen who want to know why the DNR
has chosen to stock or not stock lake trout in ice Lake.

Extensions
Explore the Minnesoia Department of Natural Resources lake survey data in greater detail

ICE SKE 8.15.1999 18.
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STUDYING FISH STOCKING DECISIONS
The issue af stocking a lake can be volatile. Anglers, local residents, and business owners may believe that a
certain ake should be stocked with lake trout. After all, it may improve fishing in the lake, which can have a
positive effect on the local economy. Like many issues faced by natural resources personnel, the issue of
stocking is not that clear-cut Before stocking a lake. natural resources personnel must determine if lake trout
can succeed in a given lake. Like all anirnais, lake trout depend on specific environmental canditions for their
survival. In this lesson, you will decide whether the temperatures and oxygen concentrations of ice Lake provide
some of the basic physical conditions required to support lake trout.

Knowledge Base
Imagine the Ice Lake Association asked you if lake trout would survive if Ihey were stocked in ice Lake. You plan
to investigate this question by looking up summer and winter temperature and oxygen levels in a lypical
Northeastern Minnesota lake that does support lake trout.

Before you begin, consider what you know about the water quality needs of lake trout.
t. What factors need to be considered before stacking a lakev
2. What social and economic issues are related to stocking?
3. What can happen if a lake is "incorrectly" stocked?

Experimental Design
A natura resources technician has provided you with the following information  see table b ypical
goad lake where lake trout flourish.
4. Construct a graph of the concentration of oxygen at each depth for each

seasa~ and describe the pattern you see Now add the temperature data ta
ihe graphs you have constructed.

5. Do you observe declining oxygen levels with increasing temperature in
any of your graphs'?

The technician reminds you that lake trout seek out water temperatures of
about 9 � t3'C in the summer, If summer temperatures exceed approximately
20'C or if oxygen concentrations fall below about 6 mgrL conditions are
nat ideal for the survival of adult ake trout

Yau know Mackinaw Lake supports lake trout. Now you need to collect
data trom Ice Lake to see if it can support lake trout. Yau will organize and
analyze your data in the same way you have just reviewed the data from
Mackinaw Lake. Yau need lo begin by collecting data from one samp ing
pened in each of 'Ihe seasons spring, summer, and fall.

Data Collection
Collect the temperature and DO data for Ice Lake on three different dates.
Record the data in Excel ar another spreadsheet program.

Data Management and Analysis
6. Create graphs far each season showing the temperature and dissolved

oxygen profi es.

Interpretation of Results
7. Based on the data you have collected, would lake trout succeed i ~ Ice

Lake? Explain haw you have arrived at your conclusion
6.1f you found habitat limitations for lake trout because of low oxygen

levels or temperatures that are tao high. would you expect these
conditions to persist through times of the year for which you da not
have data? Why or why nota

9. Exp ain why yau would or wou d not recommend the Ice Lake
Association should attempt to stock lake trout?

Reporting Results
Turn your answers and your graphs in ta your teacher. Check to see if
other groups gat similar results. Your group may be asked ta make a
presentation af yaur findings to the class.
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ln ihe student inquiry lesson students are challenged to
demonstrate thermal stratification. The above materials may be
provided, teachers can supply additional materials. or students
can generate an original demonstration of thermal stratification.

Time Required
Directed Study
This lesson requires approximately one hour.

Student Inquiry
The lesson requires approximately two hours.

Curriculum Connections
Biology � the rmocline, lake stratification, turnover
Physics � temperature, density, convection

WOW Curriculum Links
Diel Temperature Variation. Heat Budgets of Lakes

PART I � LABORATORY DEMONSIRATION
Knowledge Base

The WOW website resources for teachers and students
includes several movies. The movies will take awhile to
download, but are useful illustrations of ab demonstrations
showing thermal stratification and mixing in water

Directed Study
Discuss students' observations about the temperature of lake
water. Compare the temperature at the surface to the
temperature near the bottom of the lake Introduce this
lesson as an activity that will investigate temperature
relationships in lakes
Student Inquiry
Introduce the concept of thermal stratification. Have students
observed distinct temperature ayers in lakes? What might
cause these layers? Might it be possible to replicate these
layers in a laboratory settings Howz

Experimental Design
Directed Study
Divide students into groups of two, and distribute a clear
glass to each group. Ask for predictions about what will
happen after the ice cube is placed in a glass cf water Have
each group fill the glass with warm water and place a colored
ice cube in the glass. Ask them to observe and record what
happens for 5 minutes. Each group should brainstorm possible
explanations for what happened.

Questions
Why did the colored water sink>
What are convection currents?
Could you see convection currents in the glass'r
Why do you think convection currents might/might not be
found in lakes?

Notes: The colored water is colder and denser than the water
in the glass and sinks to the bottom Convection currents
occur in liquids and gases as colder rnolecules are pulled
downward by gravity, forcing the warmer molecules upward.
The convection movement downward of the cold colored
water can be seen in the glass. Coitvection currents occur in
many temperate lakes when weather events cool ihe surface
water. The cooled water is pulled downward. forcing the
warmer water upward In lakes this process may occur in the
fall and be accompanied by wind dnven mixing of the lake.
The total process is known as seasonal "turnover."

Students should empty their glasses and lilt the glasses
halfway with cold co ored water, Ask students to carefully
pour t/4 glass of warm, clear water into their glass  It is
often best if the warm water is poured slowly in from the side
of a tilted glass to avoid mixing.! They should try to create a
glass cf water lhat has two distinctly separate layers.

Discuss the similarities and differences between lhe layered
water and what students might a~pact to find in regional
lakes during the summer.

Questions
How does this demonstration relate to what happens in lakes?

~ Why might layering occur in lakes?

Notes: Layering occurs in many Minnesota lakes, depending
on the shape and depth of the lakes and the degree to which
they are affected by winds When layering occurs the upper,
warmer layer is referred to as the epilimnicn, and the colder.
deeper layer is referred to as the hypohmnion. The boundary
between the layers where the rate of temperature change is
most rapid is referred to as the thermocline.
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Students completing the directed study lesson proceed to Part II.

Student Inquiry
Challenge students to demonstrate thermal stratification. The
materials listed in the Materials/Resources/Software section
may be provided. Alternately, students can be challenged to
create original demonstrations of thermal stratification.

Students should write a protocol for their demonstration. The
protocol should provide clear, step-by-step directions for other
researchers to follow. Students should be ready to explain the
rationale for decisions about experimental design.

Data Collection
Student inquiry
Students should proceed with their experimental plan. Remind
students to consider variables that might affect the outcome
of their experiment Students should take notes about their
observations and, if possible, repeat their expenment to
substantiate their results.

Data Management and Analysis
Student inquiry
Students should analyze their results in a way suited to their
experimental design. If multiple demonstrations were performed
or data were measured over time, a chart or graph is helpful.
For other students a narrative analysis best cornmunicates their
results

Interpretation of Results
Student Inquiry
Ask students to consider the following questions as they prepare
to complete a final report.
~ ~ id they succeed in replicating thermal stratification in a lab?

Why?
Were there other materia s that might have aided their research'?
Would they expect the same results if another researcher
completed the experiment'?
Would they proceed differently if repeating the experiment?
Explain.

Reporting Results
Student Inquiry
Ask student groups to orally present their expenmental
design, results, and their interpretations of results. Which
groups or designs were most successful? Why?

PART II � RESEARCHING THERMAL STRATIFICATION IN tAKES
Knowledge Base

The WOW data visualization tools can help illustrate temperature
profiles in the WOW lakes. You may want tc display the profiles
in Figure 6 on page 6 for the students. This could be done
either dunng your i ~ itial discussions of thermal stratification
or as part ot the c osure to the lesson.

Student Inquiry
Ask students to consicer the following questions as they
prepare to research thermal stratification in a lake:
. How do their laboratory experiences relate to a lake enwrcnment?

Will stratification be more or less pronounced in a lake settings

Experimental Design
Student Inquiry
Students need to demonstrate whether or not a RUSS lake
is stratified They should consider what measures indicate
stratification. How many measures are necessary to decide
whether or not a lake is stratified'? How many dates are
necessary?

Students should be prepared to explain their experimental
design decisions

Data Coltection
Directed Study
Assign student teams to collect archival data from the WOW
websile from 6 consecutive dates for a lake  All student teams
should work with the same lake.! Students can choose a set of
dates between May 15 and September t5.

Student Inquiry
Students collect WOW data to determine whether or not a
lake is stratified. Students need to decide how many dates are
~ ecessary lo prove whether oi not the lake remains stratified.

Data Management and Analysis
Directed Study
Using the data, each group should create temperature profile
graphs. If stratification is ewdent, the students should label each
of the layers  epilimnion, thermocline, hypolimnion!.









DENSITY/TEMPERATURE RELATIONSHIP FOR DSILLED WATER
SHADED AREAS SHOUt RELAllUE DIFFERENCES
IN DENSITY FOR 5'CTEMPERATURE CHANGES
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Teachers already have,;.':-:.'.": ':-;:::::::::: ..'.'.::::,:;::::: ".:::.' ':::. '-::.;.,'::::.,:::.. Design modular, independent materials meeting
a "full" curriculum r:: ''::.;:::'.: ':::: os ':::::.!':!;: :.';:.: ",:::::.'.": ',:::; . standards for infusion into existing curriculum

Teachers have limited time

Design supporting resource materials for
:;::;:.::,:;, !:�~':;:-'::::;-: '.:::.'r':;..:::nen '",,::::,'":.:'. .:',,':;-::, :use by teachers and students

U;:.;,":;,';.'.:::::::.,' tr:-:::;: r.::.::.>::::.:,":::::::: �:;:::.' '::,:::: Provide WOW materials free through the Internet

Teachers need to teach in::::.:,::.:.::-.',:».;:-:::;::::- ';.'.: :.:::',:. ':',::::,'::;::-::;:::.,"::,::;.:.':;.';:.' i:::: iDesign materials so all of the lesson or discrete
discrete units of class periods ';:: '::::::;:,:::.: ';::.::,':;,. ';:::-:::::.;:-. portions may be completed within normal class periods

Teachers want students to complete::ui:::;:.:s: ''::;:-::.::e .::::;. ':::n:,":, ':::::::: :'-:; '::::':.::.'.::  :;.o,.>: Design materials written for students so students
some coursework outside of class time i::::n::-:.::.":::::i::;;::::;:::: '.: '::: '::-,:: ':~'-'::.: ':::::::::::-:::::,':.:: can understand and complete the work outside

of class

Teachers want to use "real world" "::-::.':::,'::::.:'::::.'.:,':,';::::::::::::;:;':;:,";::::;:.'. '::;::::::: :'::: Design materials using data from real Minnesota lakes
connections in their teaching:::.'..':.",";:;;:."'' ,':.;.:.i':.:.::o '; ':;, "-:;:.";:::::::-'::::::: .'.:::::: :and provide enough information about the lakes to

make them "real" for students

Teachers want to use a "hands-on"
approach to learning .'::;:::::,:'"..':n .,:,.:.:::.::.n;::::.;:::;:::,:,;,�::::,.".;s;:;:!

.:-', ",.'':::.v,�;,'::::::.: i;::.':;:!.:::.;:,:'s .: ..'.:::::.:: .ii 'Design materials that include predicting as
,i::,.' ci:,',:;,:.; ':!,::.::-::::.s;:;-::.c ':::;.':::.".', ':;.;:::,!:;,' part of the investigative processes

CURRICULUM DESIGN
CONSIQE RATION

Teachers may have limited background
in portions of their subject area

Teachers have limited
educational budgets

Teachers enjoy creating and
adapting materials for their classes

Students should be encouraged
to make predictions

Teachers want suggestions for questions
that can encourage students' reasoning

POSSIBLE
SOLUTION S!

Design complete, self-explanatoiy materials
that direct teachers and students to important
and interesting data

Design materials with a recognition they will
be adapted and include extension ideas for
teachers to build upon

Design materials that use a "hands-on, minds-on"
approach in both the laboratory or field and
the technology settings where possible

Design materials that include sample
questions for teachers
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TECHNOLOGY
DESIGN CONSIDERATION

School computers operate primarily
on Macintosh or Windows operating systems

Schools may have limited Internet access

Teachers and students may
have limited experience with

the computer technologies to
be used by WOW

Schools vap considerably
in the computer operating
systems and software they

have available
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